
 

 

March 3, 2014 
 

Colleagues, 

This week we expect to have more clarity on the way forward for our governance 
models. On Tuesday, the State Board of Higher Education’s University Governance 
Task Force will hear presentations and have a discussion with each of the Technical and 
Regional Universities (“TRUs”) regarding the adoption of the “TRU Governance” model.  

This model is based on an institutional board being approved for each of the TRUs and 
the impaneling of a “President’s Council” in which each institution participates, through 
the president and a member of their board. In broad terms, this framework is not unique 
or new; it has proven to be extremely successful in other states including Washington 
and Michigan, where large research universities and small regional universities co-exist 
and each are able to effectively and efficiently fulfill their missions and serve their 
respective constituencies.            

As I have stated previously and in analyzing and receiving significant feedback on all of 
the proposed models, I believe the TRU governance model provides the best opportunity 
for Eastern to achieve its long-term goals and objectives. This includes our own 
institutional independence in decision-making on significant issues such as 
programmatic offerings, institutional policies and procedures, planning, etc. 

Furthermore, this model allows for direct and specific advocacy on critical areas with the 
Higher Education Coordinating Committee (HECC) and the legislature itself. The other 
models that have been discussed present multiple barriers to these efforts and do not 
provide the benefits of a specific, dedicated and focused institutional board working with 
a single institution. The models in Washington in Michigan have demonstrated that this 
paradigm provides a foundation for the regional universities to be successful. 

At the Governance Task Force meeting, it is anticipated that members of the committee 
will express their thoughts and ideas on the model, and provide direction and feedback 
for each of the TRUs. An underlying factor in these discussions is the positive movement 
forward for House Bill 4018, which supports institutional governance. We understand the 
legislation has support from members in both houses, the governor, the executive 
director of the HECC and the chair of the State Board of Higher Education.  

This bill provides more flexibility to the State Board of Higher Education in the 
determination of an institutional governance. Previously, the State Board could only 



indicate a “yes” or “no” stance on the recommendation of an institutional board and the 
time frame spanned over a year and a half. If HB 4018 is signed into law, which is 
predicted, the State Board will be able to allow an institutional board to be impaneled 
with the ability to provide specific recommendations and/or conditions. This will, in many 
ways, mitigate a great deal of uncertainty and alleviate a sense of risk in this process.  

Additionally, it allows for universities, such as ours, to be evaluated in a more holistic 
manner taking into consideration our long history of responding to challenges and 
serving students instead of a “one moment in time” snap shot. Moreover, it will allow for 
the State Board to provide language that will ensure continual cooperation and 
coordination, not only among the TRUs, but also with our larger university partners.   

While a decision will not be made on Tuesday, I do anticipate having a more focused 
image of what our future governance model will be. I will report more soon, and as 
always, should you have questions or suggestions, please contact me and let me know.   

On another but also very important note, last week, two members of our community 
were hospitalized. Jon Witten was taken to Boise and had triple bypass surgery early in 
the week. His wife informed me that he is doing extremely well and in fact has been 
released and is recuperating at home. Jackie Grant was hospitalized at OHSU for 
pancreatitis and has been in the Intensive Care Unit. She is very slowly regaining 
strength and it is anticipated she will be at OHSU for a while longer. A “caring bridge” 
web page has been created for those wishing to send Jackie a note or receive an 
update. Go to www.caringbridge.org/visit/jackiegrant.     

Please keep these members of our community and their families in your thoughts. As 
more information is received, I will forward as appropriate.  

Star of Eastern Oregon University      

Nancy Findholt, associate professor at OHSU’s School of Nursing, wrote the following 
about this week’s “Stars of Eastern:” 

“I am writing to express my appreciation for Luke McKern and EOU 
student, Ariana (Ana) Bloodgood. As part of a research project designed 
to encourage children to make healthier snack choices, my colleagues 
and I wanted to involve children in producing a music video - a parody of 
a Michael Jackson song - to promote healthy snacking. We requested 
help from the EOU Department of Music and Luke and Ana agreed to 
work with us. Last Friday (Feb 21), 25 students from the Cove, Elgin, 
Imbler, North Powder and Union School Districts came to EOU with their 
parents and grandparents to learn a dance that Ana had developed and 
record the song under the direction of Luke. Both Luke and Ana were 
wonderful with the students. The experience was tremendously exciting 
for the children and their families, and I believe that this further 
contributes to the positive image that EOU already has in our region.”   

Kudos and Miscellaneous 

Congratulations to Anji Weissenfluh, our women’s basketball coach, for winning her 
300th career victory on Tuesday night against Northwest Christian in the first round of 
the Cascade Conference Tournament. Our team ended up losing to SOU on Friday, but 



because of their overall success and being named regular season Conference 
Champions, they have qualified for the NAIA National Tournament in Sioux City later 
this month.  

The International Student Association, with the support of their advisor Janet Camp and 
guidance of Peter Wordelman, produced an amazing dinner and show last Saturday 
night. The food prepared by our international students was excellent and the show itself 
demonstrated their many talents. The event drew an audience of more than 250 
members of our community and more than 50 students were involved either as 
performers, cooks, servers or stagehands. This year, Legacy Auto Group underwrote the 
production and dinner costs with a gift of $1,500, therefore all ticket proceeds went 
directly to the ISA! 

This Friday from 6-8 p.m. in Nightingale Gallery, we will be hosting the opening reception 
for the “Eastern Oregon Regional High School Art Exhibition.” Awards to these deserving 
students will be made at 6:30. The show will continue until March 18. For details, go to 
www.eou.edu/news-press/2014-high-school-exhibition and thank you, Cory Peeke, for 
all of your work each year producing this event.    

It is not often we get to say it is good to see so many boxes in front of doors and in the 
hallways around campus. It is great though, because each box is being filled with 
donations in support of the Governor’s State Employees Food Drive. The official drive 
ends tomorrow, March 4, so please make one more final push while also remembering 
that the need continues year around. Thank you to Bill Grigsby and his sociology class 
for their efforts in making this year’s drive successful and raising the awareness of the 
needs of our community members.    

Thank you to all of our staff and faculty members who supported EOU Preview Day last 
Saturday. While the weather kept some away, we still hosted more than 100 potential 
students, parents and teachers. Many in attendance have applied for fall term and it was 
an excellent mechanism to ensure their attendance. Others were looking to enter in 
2015. In all, it was a very positive day as many confirmed that they are enrolling here.    

Have a wonderful week,   

Bob  

Bob Davies 
President 

 

 

 


